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Randomized sear h heuristi s, among them evolutionary algorithms, are applied to problems whose stru ture is not well understood, as well as to hard problems in ombinatorial optimization to get
near-optimal solutions. We present a new approa h implementing simple parallel evolutionary algorithms by relational methods. Populations
are represented as relations whi h are impli itly en oded by (redu ed,
ordered) binary de ision diagrams. Thereby, the reation and evaluation
is done in parallel, whi h in reases eÆ ien y onsiderably.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

In the past, randomized sear h heuristi s (see [7℄ for an overview), among them

evolutionary algorithms (abbreviated as EAs), be ame quite popular. Initially

developed in the 1960s and 1970s, they have found many appli ations as simple,
robust, and eÆ ient solvers in wide areas of real world problems whose stru ture
is not well understood. But they also have been used in the ase of many hard
problems in ombinatorial optimization to get solutions, whi h do not di er too
mu h from optimal solutions, in reasonable (for instan e, polynomial) time.
Also sin e some time, relational algebra [10℄ has been su essfully used for
algorithm development, espe ially in the ase of dis rete stru tures. Relational
programs are implementations of algorithms that are mainly based on a datatype
for binary relations. This approa h has some bene ts. Su h programs an be
spe i ed and developed in a rigid way, whi h helps to prove their orre tness
very formally. Sin e relational algebra has a xed and surprisingly small set of
base onstants and operations, it also opens the possibility of omputer-support.
Espe ially, it o ers to exe ute programs with the aid of a relation-algebrai
manipulation and programming system like the Kiel RelView tool [1, 3℄. This
does not only allow to in rease their trustworthiness. It an also be used to
get a feeling of the programs' behaviour, for instan e, on erning runtimes or
the quality of the omputed solutions if they implement sear h heuristi s or
approximation algorithms. Furthermore, sin e relational programs frequently are
quite simple, it enables to play and experiment with them. In ase of evolutionary
algorithms this may help to adjust free parameters in the right way.
The aim of this paper is to show how to develop relational versions of randomized sear h heuristi s, how to implement them as RelView-programs, and

how RelView's spe i representation of relations positively in uen es the runtimes. We on entrate on overing problems and onsider minimum vertex overs
on undire ted graphs and minimum set overs on hypergraphs.
For the rst problem in [2℄ a heuristi s is presented. It ombines a well-known
approximation algorithm (in [5℄ attributed to Gavril and Yannakakis) with a
generi program for omputing a minimal subset full lling a ertain property.
Su h an approa h does not have the han e to es ape from lo al optima. However, this an be di erent in the ase of evolutionary algorithms sin e they, even
when only based on mutation, sample a mu h larger neighbourhood. Of ourse,
one has to pay for su h an approa h, normally with a higher runtime.
One an redu e the runtime of evolutionary algorithms if the individuals are
reated and evaluated in parallel. In this ase one speaks of parallel evolutionary
algorithms , or PEAs for short. Doing parallel random sear h, it is important how
to reate and evaluate individuals. Often this is done by a distributed system.
The disadvantage of su h an approa h is that the system an get rather huge
and a lot of resour es will be ne essary. To avoid this drawba k, we will use an
approa h based on one single system. The key idea is to des ribe the pro ess
of reating and evaluating individuals by relation-algebrai expressions, whi h
immediately an be formulated in RelView and then exe uted using this tool.
And here is the pla e where the spe i representation of relations in RelView
omes into the play. The system represents them as (redu ed, ordered) binary
de ision diagrams; see [4, 8, 9℄. This impli itely means that the reation and
evaluation of individuals is performed in parallel.
After having motivated this line of resear h, we present in Se tion 2 the
algorithm to be implemented using relational methods. In Se tion 3, we introdu e
the basi s of relational algebra and des ribe the RelView system. Se tion 4
presents an implementation of the parallel evolutionary algorithm in RelView.
Results of our numerous tests with the tool are reported in Se tion 5. In Se tion
6, we nish with some onluding remarks.
2

The (1+)-EA and Covering Problems

We start with the minimum vertex over problem. This lassi al optimization
task has the following des ription. Given an undire ted graph G = (V; E) with
vertex set V = fv1 ; : : : ; vn g and edge set E = fe1 ; : : : ; em g, the task is to nd a
subset of V 0  V with a smallest number of verti es su h that ea h edge of G is
in ident to at least one vertex of V 0 . Computing minimum vertex overs is NPhard and an be approximated within a worst ase ratio of 2 2 lnlnlnn n (1 o(1))
as shown in [6℄. This is up to now the best known approximability result, whi h
is a hievable in polynomial time. Nevertheless, on most instan es heuristi s like
evolutionary algorithms have a good han e to a hieve better solutions than
approximation algorithms. To garantee the best possible performan e ratio for
an evolutionary algorithm, too, one an integrate su h a solution into the initial
population. In addition, su h a starting point ensures that one always has a
vertex over as the urrent solution.

In the following, we onsider a variant of the well-known (1 + ) evolutionary
algorithm. It is based on one single individual x and produ es independently 
hildren from x. The sele tion pro edure sele ts an individual from the hildren
that is not inferior to x. If there is not su h an individual in the o spring population, x is hosen for the next generation. Here is our base algorithm:
((1 + )-EA)
Choose x 2 f0; 1gk
Create a population P of size  from x. Ea h individual y of P is reated by
ipping ea h bit of x with probability 1=k.
Let Q be the set of individuals of P that are not inferior to x. If Q is not
emtpy, then repla e x by one individual of Q. Otherwise, do nothing.
Repeat Steps 2 and 3.

Algorithm

1.
2.
3.
4.

In the rest of this paper, we assume the loop to be stopped if the individual x has
not been improved by an individual of P in t iterations. Creating the  hildren
in parallel leads to a variant, whi h is the perhaps simplest parallel evolutionary
algorithm that an be onsidered.
To approximate a minimum vertex over of G = (V; E) with the aid of (1+)EA, we take k := n and represent subsets V 0 of V as bitstrings x 2 f0; 1gk
su h that xi = 1 if and only if vi 2 V 0 . The algorithm also an be applied to
approximate a solution of the NP-hard minimum hyperedge over problem for
a hypergraph H = (V; E) with vertex set V = fv1 ; : : : ; vn g and hyperedge set
E = fh1 ; : : : ; hm g, where hyperedges are non-empty subsets of V . The problem
asks for nding a subset E 0  E with a smallest number of hyperedges su h
that ea h vertex from V is ontained in at least one hyperedge of E 0 . As we are
sear hing for a subset of the hyperedges in the hypergraph, we use the above
algorithm working on bitstrings of length k := m and, onsequently, ip ea h
bit with probability 1=m in the mutation step.
3

Relational Preliminaries

In this se tion, we introdu e some basi s of relational algebra and onsider ve tors and points, whi h form spe i
lasses of relations and subsequently are
used for representing individuals. We also have a short look at RelView.
3.1

Relational Algebra

We write R : X $ Y if R is a relation with domain X and range Y , i.e., a
subset of X  Y . If the sets X and Y of R's type X $ Y are nite and of
ardinality m and n, respe tively, we may onsider R as a Boolean matrix with
m rows and n olumns. Sin e this Boolean matrix interpretation is well suited
for many purposes, in the following we often use matrix terminology and matrix
notation. Espe ially, we speak of the rows, olumns and entries of R and write
Rij instead of (i; j) 2 R. We assume the reader to be familiar with the basi

operations on relations, viz. RT (transposition ), R (negation ), R [ S (union ),
R \ S (interse tion ), R  S ( omposition ), R  S (in lusion ), and the spe ial
relations O (empty relation ), L (universal relation ), and I (identity relation ).
If X and Y are nite, then jRj denotes the ardinality of R : X $ Y . In
Boolean matrix terminology, jRj equals the number of true-entries.
For modeling individuals, in this paper we will use ( olumn) ve tors , whi h
are relations x with x = x  L. For x : X $ Y this ondition means: whatever
set Z and universal relation L : Y $ Z we hoose, an element i 2 X is either
in relationship (x  L)ij to no element j 2 Z or to all elements j 2 Z. As for
a ve tor, therefore, the range is irrelevant, we onsider in the following mostly
ve tors x : X $ 1 with a spe i singleton set 1 = f?g as range and omit in
su h ases the se ond subs ript, i.e., write xi instead of xi? . Su h a ve tor an
be onsidered as a bitstring if X equals an intervall [1::k℄ := fi 2 N : 1  i  k g.
Then xi orresponds to the fa t that the i-th omponent of the bitstring is 1.
A non-empty ve tor x is said to be a point if it is inje tive, whi h relationalgebrai ally an be spe i ed by x  xT  I. In the bitstring model a point
x : [1::k℄ $ 1 is a bitstring in whi h exa tly one omponent is 1.
3.2

The RelView System

RelView is a tool for al ulating with relations and relational programming.
It has been developed at Kiel University sin e 1993, in parti ular in the ourse
of the Ph.D. theses [8, 9℄ and a series of Diploma theses. As already mentioned,
the tool uses a representation of relations based on binary de ision diagrams
(BDDs). The latter have been shown to be very ompa t representations of
Boolean fun tions (see e.g., [11℄). Exa tly this property is used to implement
a relation R : X $ Y via a Boolean fun tion fR su h that Rij if and only if
fR (x; y) = 1, where x and y are the binary representation of i and j, respe tively.
In doing so, the relational onstants and operations an be implemented using
the onstant BDDs True and False and standard operations on BDDs.
The main purpose of RelView is the evaluation of relation-algebrai expressions. These are onstru ted from the relations of the system's workspa e
using pre-de ned operations and tests, user-de ned relational fun tions, and
user-de ned relational programs.
Relational fun tions are of the form F (R1 ; : : : ; Rn ) = exp, where F is the
fun tion name, the Ri , 1  i  n, are the formal parameters (standing for
relations), and exp is a relation-algebrai expression over the relations of the
system's workspa e that an additionally ontain the formal parameters. A relational program is mu h like a fun tion pro edure in the programming languages
Pas al or Modula 2, ex ept that it only uses relations as data type. It starts with
the headline, i.e., the name of the program and the list of formal parameters.
Then the de laration part follows, whi h onsists of the de larations of lo al
relational domains (dire t produ ts and sums), lo al relational fun tions, and
lo al variables. The third part is the body, a sequen e of statements, whi h are
separated by semi olons and terminated by the RETURN- lause.

The hoi e of a point ontained in a non-empty ve tor is fundamental in
relational programming. Therefore, RelView possesses a orresponding prede ned operations point. It is deterministi . The implementation uses that the
system only deals with relations on nite arrier sets, whi h are linearely ordered
by an internal enumeration. But RelView allows to generate random relations,
too, using the pre-de ned operation random. If it is applied to two relations
R : X $ Y and S : U $ V , then a relation T : X $ Y is generated uniformly
at random with the additional property that for all i 2 X and j 2 Y the
probability of Tij being true is jS j=(jU j jV j). Espe ially, for S as point p : U $ 1
we obtain a random relation of the same type as R and 1=jU j as probability of
a pair to be ontained in it due to jpj = 1.
4

Relational Implementation of PEAs

Now, we demonstrate how the instan es of (1 + )-EA for minimum vertex over
and minimum hyperedge over, respe tively, an be implemented using relational
methods and RelView. We start with the development of the basi modules,
i.e., the parallel reation of the hildren of a given individual and the parallel
test whether the new individuals are feasible solutions. Based on these modules
and their RelView-implementations, we obtain the nal RelView-programs
as spe i instantiations of a general program.
4.1

Relational Creation of Childrens

We assume that K denotes the intervall [1::k℄ of the natural numbers as introdu ed in Se tion 3.1. Individuals of (1 + )-EA are bitstrings from f0; 1gk , whi h
we represent relation-algebrai ally by ve tors of type K $ 1 as shown in Se tion
3.1, too. In the following, we treat the onstru tion of a population of  hildren
from a given individual ( urrent solution).
Let x : K $ 1 be the ve tor-representation of the urrent solution. We model
the population of the  hildren of x by means of a relation P su h that ea h
olumn of P , onsidered as a ve tor of type K $ 1, represents a single hild of
x. To reate P , we rst onstitute a relation A onsisting of  olumns equal to
x. De ning L as intervall [1::℄, this easily an be obtained as follows:
A:K

$L

A = x  L; where L : 1 $ L :

(1)

After that, we ip ea h entry in A with probability 1=k following the pro edure of
Se tion 3.2. Let F : K $ L denote the relation where ea h entry has probability
1=k of being true. Then olumn l of P (i.e., the l-th hild of x) is obtained by
putting its i-th omponent, 1  i  k, to the entry Ail if Fil is false, and to the
negation of the entry Ail in ase of Fil being true. This pre isely means that P
equals the symmetri di eren e of A and F , in terms of relational algebra:
P :K$L

P = (A \ F ) [ ( A \ F ) :

(2)

Translated into the language of RelView, the relation P of (2) is omputed
if the following relational program hildren is applied to the relation A of (1).

hildren(A)
DECL p, F
BEG p = point(Ln1(A));
F = random(A,p)
RETURN (A & -F) | (-A & F)
END.

In this ode, Ln1 omputes an universal ve tor the domain of whi h equals the
domain of the argument and the range of whi h is 1. The symbols -, |, and &
denote in RelView negation, union, and interse tion, respe tively.
4.2

Testing Individuals to be Vertex Covers

Having solved the task of reating  hildren of x in parallel in form of a relation
P : K $ L, we now ta kle the problem of testing feasibility. In this subse tion,
we on entrate on vertex overs. Hyperedge overs are onsidered in Se tion 4.4.
It is well-known how to test a single ve tor to represent a vertex over of a
graph; see e.g., [10℄. However, essential for a fast relational version of (1 + )EA is to de ide in parallel whi h olumns / individuals of P : K $ L represent
a vertex over of the graph G of Se tion 2. We solve this task by developing a
ve tor of type L $ 1 su h that its l-th entry is true if and only if the l-th olumn
of P represents a vertex over of G. Using rst-order logi , the l-th entry of the
ve tor has to be true if and only if the following formula holds:

8 i : (9 j : Rij ^ :Pjl ) ! Pil :
(3)
Here i; j range over K and R : K $ K is the adja en y relation of G, i.e., for
all i; j 2 K the verti es vi and vj are onne ted via an edge if and only if Rij .

Starting with (3), we an al ulate as given below. In doing so, we only
use simple logi al and relation-algebrai laws in ombination with well-known
orresponden es between logi al and relation-algebrai onstru tions.

8 i : (9 j : Rij ^ :Pjl ) ! Pil ()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()

8 i : (9 j : Rij ^ P jl ) ! Pil
8 i : (R  P )il ! Pil
8 i : :(R  P )il _ Pil
8 i : ( R  P [ P )il
:9 i : :( R  P [ P )il
:9 i : (R  P \ P )il
:9 i : (R  P \ P )Tli ^ i
T
(R  P \ P )  l
T
 (R  P \ P )l :
L

L

L

T

From the last expression, we get L  (R  P \ P ) : L $ 1 as relation-algebrai
spe i ation of the ve tor we are interested in, where L : 1 $ K is a \row

ve tor". An immediate onsequen e is the following
omputes this ve tor from R and P :

RelView-fun tion, whi h

IsVertexCover(R,P) = -(L1n(R) * (R * -P & -P))^.
4.3

The Relational (1+)-EA for Minimum Vertex Covers

In what follows, modules are independent of the type of minimization problem
whi h we onsider and an be adapted to maximization problems very fastly, too.
For simpli ity we assume that our algorithm should approximate a minimum
vertex over. Minimum edge overs are onsidered in the next subse tion.
T
Using L  (R  P \ P ) , we an easily obtain a hild of x that represents a
vertex over. But the algorithm has to sele t an individual of the new population,
whi h is not inferior to x. Therefore, we introdu e two additional ve tors of type
L $ 1. These will allow to get a smaller set of andidates for the next generation.
The rst ve tor, we all it , is motivated by the fa t that hildren being a
superset of x should not be sele ted for the next generation. Hen e, for all l 2 L
we de ne l to be true if and only if the following formula holds:
(8 i : (9 j : Rij ^ :Pjl ) ! Pil ) ^ (:8 i : Ail

! Pil ) :

(4)

In Boolean matrix notation this means that l is true if and only if the l-th
olumn of P represents a vertex over of G and does not ontain the l-th olumn
of A, i.e., the ve tor x. A translation of the se ond part of (4) into ((A \ P )T  L)l
is similar to the treatment of the rst part in Se tion 4.2. Therefore, we renoun e
the details and show only the nal relation-algebrai form of , where L : 1 $ K:
:L$1

=

L

T

 (R  P \ P ) \ (  (A \ P ))T :
L

(5)

The motivation for the se ond ve tor, alled d, is that for getting a fast algorithm, it is very useful to identify in addition those hildren of x, whi h are
des ribed by the ve tor and are ontained in x. In a omponent-wise des ription, this means for all l 2 L that dl is true if and only if

(6)
l ^ (8 i : Pil ! Ail )
holds. Note that the l-th olumn of P is ontained stri tly in x if dl is true.
Again we renoun e the details of a formal derivation of a relation-algebrai form
of d from spe i ation (6) and present only the nal result (using L : 1 $ K):
d:L$1

d=

\  (A \ P)
L

T

:

(7)

After these preparations, we are in a position to present a parallel implementation of (1 + )-EA for the minimum vertex over problem in RelView. The
following program, alled PEA, has four input relations: the adja en y relation
R : K $ K of G, a ve tor s : K $ 1 representing an initial vertex over, a
ve tor lambda : L $ 1 with  = jLj as size of the generated populations, and
a ve tor term the ardinality jterm j of whi h de nes the maximal number t of
non-improving iterations of the loop until the algorithm terminates.

PEA(R,s,lambda,term)
DECL A, P, , d, p, x, y, z
BEG x = s; z = term;
WHILE -empty(z) DO
z = z & -point(z); A = x * L(lambda)^; P = hildren(A);
= IsVertexCover(R,P) & (L1n(R) * (A & -P))^;
d = & -( L1n(R) * (-A & P))^;
IF -empty(d) THEN
p = point(d); x = P * p; z = term
ELSE
IF -empty( ) THEN
p = point( ); y = P * p; = & -p;
WHILE ardlt(x,y) & -empty( ) DO
p = point( ); y = P * p; = & -p OD;
IF ardlt(y,x) THEN x = y; z = term FI;
IF ardeq(y,x) THEN x = y FI FI FI OD
RETURN x
END.

Using x as present solution, ea h iteration of the main loop of PEA works
as follows. First, a new population is produ ed in form of a relation P using
the spe i ations (1) and (2) and the relational program hildren of Se tion
4.1. After that, the ve tors and d are omputed as des ribed in (5) and (7),
respe tively. If d 6= O, i.e., there is a real subset of the present solution x in P
that is a vertex over, one of these individuals is sele ted with the aid of a point
and the present solution is hanged a ordingly. As this signi es an improvement,
the number of the longest sequen e of non-improving iterations of the loop is
set to t. The latter is modeled by the assignment z = term . If, however, no su h
individual exists in P , then the individuals of P that are vertex overs and no
supersets of x are he ked one after another by means of an inner loop. If an
individual y is dis overed that is smaller than x, then y is taken as new present
solution and z is hanged to term sin e an improvement has been a hieved. An
individual y is also taken as new present solution if jxj = jy j. Sin e this ase,
however, does not mean an improvement, z remains un hanged.
4.4

The Case of Minimum Hyperedge Covers

Now, we onsider the hypergraph H = (V; E) of Se tion 2. That is, we take
k := m. Furthermore, we assume R : N $ K to be the in iden e relation of H.
This means that N equals the intervall [1::n℄ and that for all i 2 N and j 2 K
vertex vi is ontained in hyperedge hj pre isely if Rij .
T
Based on the relations P : K $ L of (2) and R, we an derive L  R  P :
L $ 1 as ve tor the l-th omponent of whi h is true if and only if the l-th olumn
of P is a hyperedge over of H. A formulation as RelView-fun tion is obvious
and its use in PEA (instead of IsVertexCover) yields a parallel implementation
of (1 + )-EA for the minimum hyperedge over problem in RelView.

5

Experiments

We have arried out a lot of experiments with random relations of various sizes
and densities on a Sun-Fire 880 workstation running Solaris 9 at 750 MHz. In
ea h test we set the produ t t to ek 2 , be ause in the ase that the urrent solution x is not in lusion minimal, the probability that a single hild of x improves
x is at least k1 (1 k1 )k 1  ek1 . Hen e, the expe ted number of individuals that
have to be reated to rea h an improvement is at most ek. Using Markovs' inequality, the probability that in the run of PEA a in lusion minimal solution has
not been produ ed is upper bounded by 1=k. The gure below shows some experimental results for minimum vertex overs, graphs with k := n = 100 verti es
and approx. 500 edges, and the set of all verti es (represented by L : V $ 1)
as initial vertex over. In it the number of hildren  is listed at the x-axis and
the arithmeti mean of the exe ution times of 20 experiments (in se onds) at
the y-axis. The urve has been obtained by varying  from 25 to en so that, for
example,  := n=2 implies t = 544 (after rounding).
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Apart from the exe ution times the pi tures of all other tests look very similar
to the above one. We also have experimented with   en being a variable but
t being a onstant, for instan e t = n. Espe ially for a small  this leads to a
mu h better runtime, however also to a worse result.
To get a feeling for the quality of the results, we have ompared PEA with
Gavril/Yannakakis and an instantiation of the program of [2℄ for vertex overs.
It proved to be superior in ea h experiment we have performed. The following
pi ture shows the results of 20 tests on graphs with 100 verti es and again approx.
500 edges. The size of the omputed result is listed at the y-axis. The upper
urve belongs to Gavril/Yannakakis, that in the middle to the instantiation of
the generi program, and the lower one to our algorithm.
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Con lusions

We have presented a new approa h to implement parallel evolutionary algorithms
based on relational algebra and BDDs. The relational version for the vertex over
problem is derived by formal spe i ation of the di erent moduls of the PEA.
Ea h population of hildren is represented as one relation whi h is impli itly
en oded by one single BDD. Therefore, reation and evaluation of the hildren
is done in parallel using relational operations. Our experiments for the vertex
over problem show that this approa h redu es the runtime in omparision to
sequentiell implementation based on a small population of hildren signi antly.
We have also shown that the relational PEA an be adapted to other problems
(e.g., the minimum set over problem in hypergraphs) very fastly.
Our future work will on entrate on appli ations of our approa h to other
problem domains. We also want to investigate parallel evolutionary algorithms
based on larger parent populations as well as the implementation of other sele tion pro edures and rossover operators.
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